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Overview 
Fast Futures Algo is a short-term forecast of a futures contract engineered, specifically, for 
options trading. By processing current market data efficiently, the model acts like a hidden 
source of speed, improving the reaction time of option quotes to new underlying information 
entering the marketplace and overcoming exchange latency and system conflation. The Fast 
Futures Algo combines rigorous data analysis and statistical modeling to create an optimal 
value for a futures over a few second horizon. The driver for this model is a simple regression 
model that has been optimized directly from the Vela real-time data feed. 
 
The algo works by analyzing data from existing futures symbols and publishing the new “fast” 
futures markets in an artificial symbol that OC users can map as underlying symbols for their 
options. Below is a diagram describing the flow of market data through the job. 
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Installation 
Installing the Job 
After purchasing the Fast Futures Algo users can install the new job by clicking View on the 
Vela Metro toolbar and navigating to the Metro App Store Inventory window. Select the 
purchased job and click Install. 
 

 
 
NOTE: Each time you purchase the fast futures algo you are purchasing one instance of 
the job. To install additional instances of the job, you must purchase the job additional 
times. 
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Configuration and Setup 

Label Description 
Underlying Instrument OC symbol that corresponds to the future. 

Signal Strength A non-integer number in the range [0,10], representing the 
strength of the adjustment to the midpoint. 

Base Futures Month A date in the format YYYYMMDD corresponding to the actual 
expiration of the futures you wish to run the fast futures on. 

Artificial Instrument The OC symbol corresponding to the artificial future where the 
fast futures data will be deposited. 

Update Threshold (ticks) A threshold (in ticks) beyond which a fast futures adjustment to 
the midpoint will be published. 

Signal Trigger (ticks) 
A threshold (in ticks) beyond which a newly calculated fast 
futures price must exceed the old fast futures price to be 

published. 
Max Allowable Adjustment 

(ticks) 
A cap on the adjustment the fast futures algo can make to a 

Adjustment midpoint when calculating fast futures prices. 

AutoHedge Trigger (ticks) A threshold (in ticks) beyond which an adjustment to the 
midprice signal to be sent to the Axonetric AutoHedger job. 

Forecast Type 

Two-Sided: Forecasted artificial markets will always be 
symmetric and the same width as actual markets, but the 

forecasted offer (bid) may be greater (less) than actual offer 
(bid). 

 
One-Sided: Allows forecasted artificial markets edge to vary on 

each side so that forecasted markets are always at least as 
wide as actual markets. 

Debug Check to enable verbose logging (the logs will be used 
primarily by Freeway support). 

Record Forecasts 

Check to record forecasts generated by the FFA on the server. 
A new file will be recorded every day while this is checked. The 

file(s) can be retrieved by sftp access for 
analysis. 
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A sample job configuration is depicted below: 
 

 
 
NOTE: Any configurable variables containing invalid or empty values will cause the job to 
die on startup! 
 

Setup 
When the Fast Futures Algo is purchased, freeway support will install the relevant .json files and 
the forecasts directory on the client's instance as well as create an artificial symbol for the client. 
For those who wish to set up the artificial symbol themselves, see the below steps. 
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Setting up an Artificial Symbol 
To set up an artificial symbol for the Fast Futures Algorithm, follow the steps below: 
 

1. On the main toolbar, click on Wizards → Artificial Symbol Wizard, 

 
 
 

which will bring you to the artificial symbol wizard, wherein you can create artificial symbols 
to mimic those of existing symbols in the system. With no such artificial symbols, your wizard 
will look like: 

 

 
 

2. Select    and fill out the resulting “New Artificial Symbol” form: 
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Artificial Symbol name: A name for your new artificial symbol. We prefer to use a convention like 
 
<FUTURESYMBOL>_FF 
 
Definition for artificial: The futures symbol whose prices you will be analyzing  
 
Market data source: The futures symbol whose prices you will be analyzing 
 
Matching criteria: Use ‘EXACT’ 
 
Create underlyings: Check this 
 
Create options class: Do NOT check this 
 
Multiplier: Use 0.0 
 
Offset: Use 0.0 
 
With our continuing example, our new fast futures artificial symbol will look like: 
 

 
 

3. Click .           Now you will return to the artificial symbol wizard with a new row for the 
artificial symbol you just created: 
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4. Now click .     You have just created a new artificial symbol following the futures. 
After activating the symbol in Metro App You should be able to see a new artificial 
futures instrument in the Metro App for each corresponding futures month: 

 

 
 
NOTE: Steps 1-4 should only be done if an implementation specialist has not already 
created your artificial symbol. In most cases, this should already be done within one 
business day of the purchase. 
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5. Ensure that your artificial symbol has the same class settings as the symbol it is 
mimicking: 

 

 
Class settings for base instrument ES futures (ES options, strategies, fstrategies also 

depicted) 
 

Class settings for artificial instrument ES_FF futures 
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Using the Job 
Configuring the Job 
The Fast Futures Algorithm job configurable variables are listed above, but we will go into more 
detail here. Some users may need to tweak their configurable variables to the market to receive 
more predictive inputs. 
 
The algorithm follows this general heuristic when determining a publishable forecast: 
 

 
 
These steps are important to know how the configurable variables Update Threshold and Signal 
Trigger affect the calculation. 
 
Underlying Instrument: OC symbol that corresponds to the future--this will be a 2/3-letter 
symbol as it appears in the system. 
 
Signal Strength: A non-integer number in the range [0,1.0], representing the strength of the 
adjustment to the midpoint--This determines the strength of the adjustment to the futures 
midmarket when determining the forecasted mid-market. An ideal value to start out as is 0.7. 
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Base Futures Month: A date in the format YYYYMMDD corresponding to the actual expiration 
of the futures you wish to run the fast futures on. 
 
Artificial Instrument: The OC symbol corresponding to the artificial future where the fast 
futures data will be deposited--Use the name of the artificial symbol created before for this. 
 
Update Threshold (ticks): A threshold (in ticks) beyond which a fast futures adjustment to the 
midpoint will be published. 
 
Signal Trigger (ticks): A threshold (in ticks) beyond which a newly calculated fast futures price 
must exceed the old fast futures price to be published. This configuration is intended to prevent 
the fast futures' markets from updating if the forecast has not changed significantly. An ideal 
default value for this is .50 ticks. 
 
Max Allowable Adjustment (ticks): A cap on the adjustment the fast futures algo can make to 
a midpoint when calculating fast futures prices--This is a safety feature controlling the range of 
the forecast. An ideal default value for this is 1.05, or any number slightly larger than 1.00. 
 
AutoHedge Trigger (ticks): A threshold (in ticks) beyond which an adjustment to the midprice 
will invoke an autohedge signal to be sent to the Axonetric AutoHedger job. 
 
Debug: Check to enable verbose logging (this is used primarily by Freeway support). This 
should be checked until the algo is successfully used in production for several weeks. 
 
Record Forecasts: Check to record forecasts generated by the FFA on the server. A new file 
will be recorded every day while this is checked. The file(s) can be retrieved by sftp access for 
analysis. The files are labeled forecasts-YYYY-mm-DD.txt and the entries appear in the 
following format: 
 

 
 
NOTE: Please consult freeway support and Scott Morris when choosing configurable 
variable values for the fast futures algorithm. 
 

Testing the FFA Feed 
Once the job has been set up, it is advisable that the data coming from the algo is compared 
side-by-side with the actual market before any options use fast futures symbols as underlyings. 
At this stage, the user should indicate any predictions that appear to be incorrect. Freeway 
support or Scott Morris can determine why the forecast was made and provide suggestions as 
to which configurable variables can be tweaked to provide a more accurate forecast. 
To run the job, select your configured job instance and click the start-button: 
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Starting the job from Onramp (full Freeway users) 

 

 
Starting the job from Metro NOW job control (Metro NOW users) 

 
The job will begin producing markets in the artificial symbols you configured it with if there is 
also market data running through the actual futures. You can confirm this by checking the Metro 
App: 

 
 
NOTE: In many conditions, the fast futures market quantities may be off. This is not an 
error. 
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Running in Production 
When the user is comfortable with the data being produced by the fast futures algorithm, they 
may choose to assign fast future underlyings to Options so that their options are using Fast 
Futures data for valuation. One can do this in the Metro App, via the following steps:  
 

1. 1. Activate the options symbol and the fast futures artificial symbol in the Metro App 
Store: 

 
 

2. Click on               to pull up Quote Settings: 
 

 
 
Select the option you wish to map from the drop-down box in the top left. Click on the Quote 
Settings tab and then the Theo Settings tab, as depicted above. From the Symbol column in this 
grid you can select which products you want to use as the underlying for the corresponding 
option in the Product column. Double click in the cells in the Underlying column, which will bring 
up a list of instruments. 
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3. Double click on the artificial symbol of the artificial symbol for the futures you wish to set 
as your underlying. You are now using fast futures market data to price your options! 
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System Implications 
The use of artificial symbols as well as a market data that can effectively be switched off with a 
button has several implications for the Metro NOW user: 
 

Risk and Position Manager 
If the user has assigned the fast future artificial symbols as underlyings for his/her options, 
his/her risk will remain valid so long as the Fast Futures Job is running. When turned off, the 
artificial symbol will contain the most recent forecast and therefore, the user's risk should be 
interpreted with scrutiny. If the user has not run the algo since the server has restarted, the fast 
future artificial symbols will have zero values thereby resulting in zero theos while the jobs are 
not on. 
 
When checking “Show Whole Positions” in the Month Report, greeks and risk from Options may 
not combine with those of the futures if the futures are no longer assigned as underlying’s to the 
options: 
 

 
 

End of Day Wizard 
Because of the 0.0 multiplier imposed on the artificial symbols, the settlements will come in as 
settlement*multiplier = 0. Therefore, one must un-assign your artificial symbols before running 
the End of Day wizard. 

Trade Sheets and Order Ticket 
When using spread tickets in Metro, users need to be careful when adding futures legs, as the 
fast-futures artificial symbols often appear near the top of the drop-down. It is easy for the user 
to place manual trades this way, resulting in unwanted inventory in the artificial symbol. Even 
though this is not real inventory and can be removed, it will go in as a manual trade, and take 
the place of a real trade. 
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Spreads with futures legs in them automatically price using the true underlying, instead of the 
underlying assigned in the Metro App. This means options legs of covered spreads will be 
valued based on the fast future artificial symbol, whereas the futures leg will be the value of the 
future itself, which may be a tick off the artificial instrument. The result is a spread that has 
effectively two different underlying’s. To remedy this, there is a configuration freeway support 
can enable so that spreads with futures legs will consistently use the assigned underlying as the 
underlying instrument for the spread. 
 

Tablet Users 
Tablet users have client-side filters to limit their Metro client to pull in only the information it 
needs. This makes running a data-heavy application like Metro possible on an under 
provisioned device. These filters need to include artificial symbols. Otherwise, neither the 
artificial futures nor the options valued off them can be viewed in the Metro client. 
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